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2codes [14, 15]) would not accurately describe the statistics of the high resolution multipoles observed on earth. (The
theoretical power spectra would still be accurate in the CMB frame.) It is straightforward to calculate the statistical
correlations of the multipoles observed on earth. Fortunately, as we show here, the statistical corrections due to
peculiar velocity eects turn out to be negligible despite the large corrections to the individual multipoles. It follows
that for the purposes of high resolution power spectrum and parameter estimation, the transformation from the CMB
frame can be neglected.
This paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. II we describe the transformation laws for the total intensity multipoles
in specic intensity and frequency-integrated forms. Convenient series expansions in  of the transformations are
provided, and their properties under rotations of the reference frames are described. The statistical poperties of the
transformed multipoles are investigated by constructing rotationally-invariant power spectrum estimators and full
correlation matrices. In Sec. III we discuss the geometry of the frame transformations for linear polarization, and
present power series expansions for the transformations of the multipoles. The behaviour under rotations and parity
are also outlined. Power spectra estimators and correlation matrices are constructed, and cross correlations with the
total intensity are considered. Some implications of our results for survey missions are discussed in Sec. IV, which is
followed by our conclusions in Sec. V. An appendix provides details of the evaluation of the multipole transformations
as power series in .
We use units with c = 1.
II. TRANSFORMATION LAWS FOR TOTAL INTENSITY





g,  = f0; 1; 2; 3g, and observer S
0





g. The relative velocity of S
0




g, i = f1; 2; 3g, which we denote by the spatial vector v, which has magnitude
. The S observer receives a photon with four-momentum p
a
when their line of sight is along
^
n, so the photon
propagation direction is  
^


















































v is a unit vector in the direction of the relative velocity.
Denoting the sky brightness in total intensity seen by S as I(;
^
n), the brightness seen by S
0



















If S and S
0









g to dene polar coordinates in the usual manner, and expand












n), we nd the following

















































































































































(). The second equality denes the kernel K
(lm)(lm)
0 which relates the frequency-integrated





by four times the average ux per solid angle gives the multipoles of the
gauge-invariant temperature anisotropy in linear theory (e.g. Refs. [17, 18]).















, with no coupling between dierent m modes. The
kernel for a general conguration can then be inferred from its transformation properties under rotations described in
Sec. II A. In the appendix we evaluate Eq. (4) as a series expansion in  for general spin-weight functions, including
terms up to O(
2




. The expression is cumbersome, partly due to the fact
that the transformation law is non-local in frequency. For large l the aberration eect dominates Doppler shifts and
the frequency spectrum of the multipoles is preserved by the transformation. We also give the result obtained by























(l   1)(l   2) +C
2
lm
(l + 2)(l + 3) +m
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) in Eqs. (4)
and (6) is dominant. For l
>

1 the series is slow to converge for jmj  l since the leading-order corrections go
like O(l), reecting the fact that the deection angle due to aberration is comparable to the angular scale of the
spherical harmonics at this l. For   1:23 10
 3
, appropriate for the solar-system barycenter relative to the CMB
frame, l  1 corresponds to multipoles l  800. In this case, the kernel K
(lm)(lm)
0
is easily evaluated by a numerical
quadrature. We show some representative elements of the kernel in Fig. 1, which demonstrates that the multipoles do
indeed suer severe distortion for l
>












2000). For such values of m the distortions to the multipoles are only small, with leading-order corrections at
l
0
= l  1 of O(
p






are very small, giving
negligible distortions to the multipoles except for l close to unity when the non-zero coupling to the (large) monopole
can give signicant distortions, as described in Sec. I.
A. Rotational properties
If we rotate the relative velocity v to Dv
1















[Eq. (2)] and in (1 +
^





















































































a Wigner D-matrix. (Our conventions for D-matrices follow





















Instead of rotating the (physical) relative velocity of S and S
0





















Here, D denotes the appropriate representation of the rotation group SO(3).
4FIG. 1: Representative elements of the frequency-integrated kernel K
(lm)(lm)
0







. The results of a numerical integration of Eq. (6) are shown in dark gray, while results based on the series
expansion (7) are shown in light gray. The smaller (absolute values) of the two are shown in the foreground. Elements are
shown for l = 1500 (left), l = 700 (middle), and l = 50 (right), with m = 0 (top) and m = l (bottom).
For a xed sky, the multipoles seen by S and S
0

















to rotating the sky withD
 1



















Note that the (passive) rotation of the frame vectors by D
 1
has the same eect on the kernel as the (active) rotation
of the relative velocity v by D, as expected.











































These transformation properties of the kernel under rotations allow one to generalise Eq. (7) easily to the case





B. Power spectrum estimators
We have seen how aberration eects lead to signicant distortions of some of the high-l multipoles in transforming
from the CMB frame to the frame of the experiment. In the next two subsections we investigate the impact of these
distortions on the statistical properties of the multipoles.




















5FIG. 2: Representative elements of the kernel W
ll
0
evaluated with relative velocity  = 1:23 10
 3
. The results of a numerical
integration of are shown in dark gray, while results based on the series expansion (16) are shown in light gray. The smaller
(absolute values) of the two are shown in the foreground. Elements are shown for l = 1500 (left), l = 700 (middle), and l = 50
(right).
appropriate to a statistically-isotropic ensemble with power spectrum C
II
l
. (The averaging is over an ensemble of
CMB realizations.) It is this C
l
for l  2 that is computed with linear perturbation theory in standard Boltzmann
codes (e.g. Refs. [14, 15]).
















which is evaluated by S
0
. In the absence of noise this statistic is the optimal (minimum-variance) estimator for the





is independent of the choice of spatial











) if the relative velocity is also rotated to

























































depends only on the relative speed  and not the direction
^










can be used to evaluate W
ll
0







































Again the series is slow to converge for l
>

1 and the terms neglected in Eq. (16) are non-negligible. We show W
ll
0
for some representative l values in Fig. 2. It is clear from the gure that W
ll
0
is well localised in comparison to any










































6using the integral expression (6) for K
(lm)(lm)


























































and the addition theorem for the spherical harmonics. The series expansion of Eq. (18) agrees with Eq. (17). We




passing from the CMB frame to that of the solar system, the quadratic power spectrum estimator is negligibly biased




to very nearly unity.
C. Signal covariance matrix





will also be distributed according to a










all statistical information about the anisotropies in S
0
, and as such is an essential element of optimal power spectrum
estimation.


























The presence of the preferred direction
^
v breaks statistical isotropy in S
0
, and the multipoles are correlated for l 6= l
0
and m 6= m
0
. The structure of the covariance matrix in S
0

















to zero for l and l
0
diering by more than a few (see Fig. 1), so the same will be true of the covariance matrix. It



























instead will give essentially the same result for smooth power spectra.) The summation in Eq. (21)
is most easily evaluated by substituting the integral representation (6) for K
(lm)(LM)
and using the completeness



































































and used (1 +
^






. Note that both spherical








along v (in which case there is no coupling between
























































This result for the covariance matrix in S
0
could easily be used in maximum-likelihood power spectrum estimation
(see e.g. Ref. [21]) to correct for the bias due to peculiar velocity eects. However, since the leading corrections are
only O(), even at high l, the eects will be negligible.
7III. TRANSFORMATION LAWS FOR LINEAR POLARIZATION
The linearly polarized brightness in S is described by Stokes parameters Q(;
^
n) and U (;
^
n). The Stokes parameters














































































where i = 1; 2. It is straightforward to verify that this transformation law preserves orthonormality, and also thatm
0
i
is obtained from m
i











































. The 1+3 covariant form of this transformation was given in
Ref. [22].
If S and S
0





















































































































, and similarly for the curl
harmonics. Note how in general the frame transformation mixes E and B polarization. Equation (29) is valid quite
generally, and is useful for discussing the rotational properties of the transformations (see later). However, to compute








. We can then exploit the fact































































































































2 times the gradient (G) and curl (C) multipoles introduced in Refs. [23, 24]. With this convention the power
spectra of the electric and magnetic multipoles agree with those dened in the spin-weight formalism [25, 26].
8The integral on the right-hand side is evaluated as a power series in  for general spin-weight s in the appendix.











































































































































































under rotations v! Dv is the same as for the total intensity kernel, Eq. (10), since
the tensor harmonics transform under rigid rotations with the same D-matrices as the scalar harmonics [1]. This


































































, and inversion of v, the
multipoles in S
0
transform like those in S.




. In this case the m-modes decouple,










0 as a series
correct to O(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(l + 2)(l + 3) +m
2


































































































is suppressed at high l. It receives comparable contributions from Doppler and aberration eects for all l [see Eq. (A6)]





and the total intensity kernel K
(lm)(lm)
0
which are dominated by aberration eects at





is slow to converge for l
>

1 when jmj  l, and there are large distortions









is almost indistinguishable from the
total intensity kernel K
(lm)(lm)
0
. The cross contamination of e.g. B by E due to the frame transformation is much






convergence of of Eq. (40) is slow for l
>

1 when jmj  l.] The transfer of power from E to B is potentially the
most interesting eect since in the absence of astrophysical foregrounds, inationary models predict that magnetic
polarization in the CMB frame on scales larger than a degree or so arises only from gravitational waves. However, on
these scales a gravity wave background comprising only one percent of the large-angle temperature anisotropy would
have B power far in excess of that generated in the frame of the experiment by transforming E from the CMB frame.
On sub-degrees scales, where any primordial B-polarization is expected to be very small, other non-linear eects,
most notably weak lensing of E [28], will dominate the B signal produced by the velocity transformation.
9A. Power spectrum estimators
The second-order statistics of the polarization multipoles in the CMB frame, assuming statistical isotropy and


























































with no correlations between B and E or I. We can form estimators of these power spectra from the multipoles in S
0





















using Eqs. (39) and
(40) without loss of generality.
The expected values of the power spectra estimators can be expressed in terms of the power spectra in the CMB

















































































































































(l + 3)(l   1)





















































































. As with the total intensity, the series in Eqs. (48{
50) are slow to converge for l
>























i with the B-polarization
power spectrum due to primordial gravity waves and weak lensing of the E-polarization. The cosmological model is
a Lambda, cold dark matter (CDM) in which gravity waves contribute one percent to the large-angle temperature




in such a model.















, would vanish in the absence of peculiar



























FIG. 3: Contribution of C
EE
l





i in a CDM model with one percent contribution to the total-
intensity quadrupole from gravity waves. This velocity eect is compared with C
BB
l
(in the CMB frame) due to primordial
gravity waves (solid line) and weak lensing of the E-polarization (dashed line).


































The kernels represented by the left-hand sides of Eqs. (48){(50) fall o suÆciently rapidly with jl
0
  lj that they are
narrow compared to expected features in the primordial power spectra
3


































































































). For large l the right-hand sides of Eqs. (52) and (54) approach 1 + 4
2
; as with the total intensity,
there is a negligible scaling of the amplitude of the power spectra estimated in the S
0






















































where we have used the completeness relation and addition theorem for the spin-s harmonics. Adding Eqs. (52) and
(53) we obtain the series expansion of the exact result in Eq. (55).
3
At low l the polarization power spectra vary rapidly (as power laws) with l. Over this part of the spectrum the approximation that the
power is approximately constant over the width of the convolving kernel is still valid since the latter are essentially Kronecker deltas at
low l.
11
B. Signal covariance matrices
The calculation of the covariance matrix of the polarization multipoles in S
0
follows that for the total intensity






































































































































































we can evaluate these expressions by substituting for the series expansions of the kernels from





































































































































































































































). This nal expression is cumbersome and hides the fact that the leading order corrections to the
































































































). For jmj  l the expansion in 1=l is slow to converge, and the full expression, Eq. (63), should be
evaluated exactly if the (very small) corrections to the covariance matrices are to be included in a statistical analysis.
12






































































, where we have used the completeness relation, Eq. (19). It is straightforward to show with an
expansion in  that Eq. (65) is consistent with adding Eqs. (61) and (62).














































































































































The leading order corrections to the components of the correlation matrices that vanish for v = 0 are O(), and are


































































This result is easily shown to be consistent with Eqs. (66) and (68).
IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR SURVEY MISSIONS
For experiments which observe for less than a month or so the velocity of the instrument relative to the CMB
frame can reasonably be considered constant. In this case a map in the frame of the instrument can be made with
no account of the eects considered in this paper. Accounting for the peculiar velocity relative to the CMB frame
can be deferred until the statistical properties of the map are considered. As we have shown here, peculiar velocity
eects can safely be ignored when estimating smooth power spectra since the estimated power spectra are essentially
convolutions of the spectra in the CMB frame (which we can reliably compute with linear perturbation theory) with
narrow kernels that integrates to unity.
For survey experiments that observe for the order of a year or more the variation in the orbital velocity of the
instrument adds another potential complication. Modulation of the dipole by the orbital velocity of the earth was
visible in the COBE DMR data [29]; here we are interested in eects at small angular scales. To estimate the
importance of the eect we consider a toy model of the Planck High Frequency Instrument (HFI). We approximate
the orbit of the satellite relative to the sun as a linear motion with  = 10
 4
for six months, after which the direction
of motion is reversed for the next six months of observation. Clearly, this toy model will over estimate the eects of
the variation in orbital velocity. Planck will cover the full sky in six months, so for each six month period we could
make a map and extract the spherical multipoles. In our toy model these two maps are produced in frames with
a relative velocity of 2 = 2  10
 4
. In the l-range relevant to Planck we need only retain the O() corrections in


















for large l. Here, a
I
lm





























which should be compared to the instrument noise. For the 100 GHz Planck HFI channel, the one-year pixel noise
is 6:0K in 9.2 arcmin (the beam full-width at half maximum) pixels. The noise on our six month maps will be
larger than this gure by
p
2. A comparison of the noise on the recovered multipoles with the r.m.s. error due to




(at l  200) for jmj small compared to l. Combining maps at dierent frequency would reduce the noise
while preserving the peculiar velocity eect. However, since we have certainly over estimated the importance of the
variation in orbital velocity, it is likely that the variation in aberration due to the orbital motion of the earth need
not be considered beyond the dipole (which is modulated by the large CMB monopole). In principle, the modulation
of the high l multipoles could easily be accounted for during map-making by including the aberration corrections in
the pointing model of the instrument [12, 13].
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown that for total intensity the eect of the frame transformation from the CMB frame to that of the
solar system produces large distortions in certain multipoles at high l. These eects arise principally from aberration
rather than Doppler shifts. The linear polarization multipoles are similarly distorted at high l, but with the additional
complication that there is some transfer of power between E and B polarization. This transfer is suppressed at large
l, and receives comparable contributions from aberration and Doppler shifts on all scales. Although the power in
B polarization is expected to be much smaller than that in E in the absence of foregrounds, the B polarization
generated from E is well below the primordial level even if gravity waves contribute only one percent of the large-
angle temperature anisotropies. If the gravity wave background is much below this level, weak gravitational lensing
will dominate the primordial signal on all scales. This lensing signal is expected to be an order of magnitude larger
than the B polarization generated from the frame transformation on large scales.
Despite signicant O(l) distortions of certain multipoles at large l, peculiar velocity eects are suppressed in power
spectrum estimators and the covariance matrices for the CMB signals. The eect of the frame transformation on
the mean of the simplest power spectrum estimator is to convolve the spectrum in the CMB frame (which we can
compute reliably with linear perturbation theory) with a narrow kernel that integrates to unity. For smooth spectra
there is negligible bias introduced by such a convolution. For linear polarization, the bias of e.g. the B-polarization
power spectrum by E is suppressed at large l, and is expected to be negligible on all scales. We also showed that
the frame transformation has only a negligible eect [O() as opposed to O(l)] on the signal covariance matrices for
smooth underlying power spectra. The leading order eect is a coupling to the adjacent l values, l  1. For linear
polarization additional correlations are induced between B and E polarization, and B and total intensity I, since the
frame transformation does not preserve parity invariance, but their level is negligible.
If the CMB uctuations are Gaussian in the CMB frame, the multipoles will remain Gaussian distributed in any
other frame since the transformation is linear in the signal. The transformation does break rotational and parity
invariance, however, and so the aberration eects described here may be important when searching for weak lensing
eects in the microwave background (using small patches of the sky over a coherence area of the weak shear), or the
eects of non-trivial topologies.
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APPENDIX A: SERIES EXPANSION OF THE MULTIPOLE TRANSFORMATION LAWS
In this appendix we outline the evaluation of the transformation law for the brightness multipoles as a power series




so that there is no coupling between dierent m modes. To
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0 = 0 for m 6= m
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